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Afteroom Chair Plus

Afterroom Chair Plus

The beautifully minimal Afteroom Chair pays homage to functionalism and the Bauhaus
school of art. A MENU bestseller since its launch in 2012, the chair is the work of Afteroom, a
young Stockholm studio founded by designers Hung-Ming Chen and Chen-Yen Wei. The duo
Product Type

takes the chair to a new level with Afteroom Chair Plus. Like the original, the chair is decon-

Chair

structed and stripped of unnecessary components, with the additional feature of a wider
backrest and a luxurious upholstering of both seat and backrest. The result is a blissfully

Dimensions

simple chair that embraces minimalism and clean lines without compromising on comfort.

H: 80 cm
W: 45,5 cm

About the Designer

D: 51 cm

Afteroom is a Stockholm-based design studio founded by Hung-Ming Chen and Chen-Yen

SH: 46 cm

Wei. Its mission is simple, to create products that withstand the passage of time, increasing in beauty over the years – design to grow old with. The duo’s philosophy pivots around

Materials

simplicity and honesty. They were named Rising Star of the Year by ELLE Decoration in 2015.
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Textile seat w/ walnut veneer back
Leather seat w/ walnut veneer back

Notes to Editor

Textile seat and back

MENU is a Scandinavian design brand with a simple philosophy; to make the world better,

Leather seat and back

less complicated and a little bit nicer to wake up to. MENU collaborate with super-talented international designers, to produce high quality design with a crisp Scandinavian look. MENU

COM options

work with local craftsmen from around the world to preserve traditional skills, whilst cre-

Customised options available upon

ating objects which are timeless and can be treasured for a lifetime. Composed of lighting,

request.

furniture and accessories, the MENU collection provides clever solutions for modern living.
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Afterroom Chair Plus

